ISF Gymnasiade - Bahrain 2024
Manama, 23-31 October

- Manama, Bahrain
- 23-31 October 2024
- U18 School Athletes
- 26 Sports
- 6K Participants Expected
- 1st Phase of Registration: 23rd of June

Click here to
REGISTER NOW
Since 1990 and its first edition in Belgium, the ISF Gymnasiades have been gathering hundreds of thousands of school students from around the world to compete in 25 different sports. This year from the 23rd to the 31st of October 2024, the largest ISF school sport event will sets its sights in Manama, Bahrain for its 18th edition.

Over the course of eight days, both students and teachers will have the opportunity to experience a wide range of different activities, from inspiring workshops and seminars to unforgettable cultural visits and interactions with their peers from around the world, all in the spirit of fair-play and respect whilst striving for excellence, through their shared love for sport.

More than just a competition, the Gymnasiade serves as a platform for cultural exchange, fostering friendships and understanding among participants.
COMPETITION VENUES

Zone 1: Khalifa Sport City
Zone 2: Isa Sport City

Handball
Tennis
Padel
Beach Volley
Fencing & Judo
Gymnastic Artistic
Gymnastic Aerobic, Gymnastic Rhythmic and Chess
DanceSport
Basketball 3x3
For any question regarding the registration: domagoj.bagaric.isfsports.org

For any other question: admin.isfsports.org